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ABSTRACT (max. 200 words) 

Historic urban communities in small towns across Thailand are disappearing as a result of growing 
industrial development across the region of Southeast Asia. Comprised of simple wood structures, 
these houses and shop houses reflect humble architectural craftsmanship and represent the unique 
patterns of early urban settlement, livelihoods and culture in the Chao Phraya River Valley of the 
Central Plains of Thailand.  And yet, this provincial urban cultural landscape does not figure into the 
official Thai conception of architectural heritage, which emphasizes mainly royal architecture and 
Buddhist structures.  
 
This article focuses on the area of Talad Phlu, one of the historic canal communities along the old 
Chao Phraya River Oxbow in the Thonburi district in Western Bangkok. The residents of this area are 
descendants of Chinese merchants and low-ranking bureaucrats who served the ruling classes in the 
capital city of Bangkok before the modern period. Talad Phlu became the economic hub of Thonburi, 
as this area was a strategic point for controlling internal trade from the southern and western 
provinces of the kingdom and connecting foreign traders with the Gulf of Thailand.  
 
The “middleman minority” (Bonacich, 1973) of Chinese in this area became more influential, and they 
have played a major role in the Thai political economy since the half-Chinese King, Taksin the Great, 
reestablished the center of the Ayutthaya Kingdom at Thonburi. The heritage of the Sino-Thai 
community here can be traced through their social practices and the cultural memories of daily 
activities and festivals. These events generated resources that contributed to the economic backbone 
of the newly established kingdom. However, at the turn of 20th century, Thai elites and state authorities 
became ambivalent about Chinese communities as a result of growing nationalism movements 
worldwide and political instability in mainland China, followed by Cold War politics after WWII. 
Therefore, this historic urban community dominated by ethnic Chinese maintains a complex 
relationship to state authorities, which poses major obstacles to successful conservation efforts. As of 
today, the Talad Phlu neighborhood faces serious threats from development in the form of the new 
mass transit lines and stations that are under construction across this last canal district of Bangkok.   
 
This paper explores the social practices and cultural memories of the Chinese community of Talad 
Phlu, including daily activities and festivities, and examines current problems resulting from the Thai 
state’s questionable conservation policies. This article also touches upon the management problems 
of maintaining and preserving this local urban heritage and the community’s unique everyday 
activities, and addresses the challenges that accompany the growing demand for tourism-related 

activities.   
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Historic Preservation of Middleman Minority’s Heritage: A Case Study of Chinese Community in Talad 

Phlu Khlong Bang Luang of Bangkok 

Historic urban cores and communities in Thailand have been disintegrated gradually as a result of 

modern urbanization and industrialization across the country. These areas were comprised of wooden 

houses and shop houses along the roads or canal network depicting the unique amphibious urban 

settlements of Thailand. Major parts of the residents in historic urban core areas are the descendent of 

Chinese middleman minority who has been the vital supporters of the monarch in reestablishing the 

new kingdom at Bangkok. They were vital support of the Thai ruling class for financing the new 

kingdom and facilitating the tributary trade with imperial China, therefore Thai ruling class relied 

heavily on ethnic Chinese minority for their economic stability of the kingdom. Moreover, with close 

collaboration for trade between them, most of affluent Chinese had assimilated and intermarried to 

Thai ruling elite families but some of lower ranking Chinese still maintain their cultural practice and 

ethnic identity. As a consequence, the minority Chinese had become a crucial part of Thai history and 

identity of Bangkok Era. However, mainstream historic preservation with the sentiment of nationalist 

movement in Thailand has largely overlooked heritage of Chinese in urban core areas. This paper 

attempts to analyze the relationship between state and Chinese community of Talad Phlu Khlong 

Bang Luang in context of cultural preservation of their urban landscape and explores the alternative 

approach for preserving their cultural heritage.   

Chinese as ”Middleman Minority” in Bangkok History 

The Middleman Minority, as argued in Bonacich1 (1973), is a group of minorities that, instead of being 

pushed by majority group to marginal line of society, found the intermediate role between feudal 

aristocrat and labor class. The middleman minority at first also characterized the sojourning to return 

home with pattern of hard working, thrifty and concentrating on particular occupations. Some of 

middleman minority also created ethnic solidarity in their business and resistant to social assimilation 

such as intermarriage with majority resulting in hostility with the host while, in several cases, they 

abandoned the final destination of returning home and lived in host society permanently.  

The Chinese in Bangkok historically had portrayed Middleman Minority’s characters as they gained 

the important role in reestablishing Ayutthaya Kingdom at Thonburi and later Bangkok after 1767. 

Chinese immigrants at the beginning of Bangkok Era were in favor of the ruling elite since King Taksin 

who recovered the kingdom was also half Chinese. During King Taksin’s period of warfare, Chinese 

played significant role in his army and, later in new era of Chakri Dynasty, Chinese paid labor filled in 

the gap in Bangkok society since the conscripted labor in traditional semi-feudal system could not fully 

recover from the sack of Ayutthaya.  

Chinese in upper strata gained significant role as they facilitated tributary trade with China, other local 

mercantile and tax collecting services for the crown therefore, in-turn, were awarded key positions in 

                                                 
1 Edna Bonacich, “A theory of Middleman Minorities“ in American Sociological Review, Vol. 38, No. 5 (Oct., 1973), pp. 583-594 
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bureaucratic system as high as governors. The offspring of these elite Chinese were assimilated into 

Thai elite society and became fully Thai within two generations. In lower social echelons, as Chinese 

were not bounded by feudal obligation, they could traveled and conducted internal trading in rural 

towns throughout Thailand thus formulating urban middleclass communities at core centers of 

provincial towns.  

According to Westerners in Bangkok2, from mid of 19th to beginning of 20th century, half of urban 

population in Bangkok was Chinese without record of serious conflict and hostility from Thai ruling 

class. However, during the third reign (r. 1809-1824), the Chinese laborers in sugar cane plantations in 

provincial towns revolted against Thai authorities, causing riots and deaths of more than 2000 Chinese 

men3. Some riots occurred in the fifth reign but came from the conflict between different groups and 

dialects of Chinese. In contrast to the argument of Blalock4 (1967) that growing hostility and state 

heavy control policies toward Middleman Minority related to growing number of them comparing to 

majority, Chinese in Bangkok before the turn of 20th Century lived with Thai ruling group in more or 

less peaceful atmosphere.        

The hostility toward Chinese began as soon as Nationalism took placed in both Thailand and China. 

The first decade of 20th century was the turning point of Chinese minority in Thailand. Chinese 

Nationalist Movement (Kuo Min Tang) gained significant momentum against Qing Dynasty and 

infiltrated to Thailand since 1905. The nationalist movement also raised fund from oversea Chinese in 

Thailand emphasized by the visit of its leader, Dr. Sun Yat Sen in 1908. Chinese who in the past 

bonded separately by different dialects or secret society groups began to unite for revolution against 

Manchu Imperial rule, which was toppled in 1911. However, the new Republic of China was even 

fallen into worse turmoil with the internal warfare among military generals and, later on, between Kuo 

Min Tang and Communist forces.  The long instability had driven more Chinese to leave their 

homeland. In addition, Chinese who came to Thailand could bring their wives since the advancement 

of faster transportation therefore enabled to maintain their Chinese ethnic identity.  

In 1910, King Chulalongkorn who once declared Chinese was essential part of the progress of Thai 

nation5 passed away and his son, a fully British educated King Vajiravudh, took the throne in Thailand. 

The new ruler initiated Thai Nationalism movement, the rare kind of, top-down, Nationalism in the 

world. His royal literature was parallel to the perspective of most young Thai elites sent to educate in 

Europe at that time. Many of them also brought back European nationalism against the Jews who 

were Middleman Minority in Europe. The book “Jews of the East” was published presumably by King 

Vajiravuth in 19146 condemning Chinese as dishonest, hypocrite, arrogant, betrayal, never assimilate, 

and parasite on Thai economy. This writing reflected clearly that Siamese authority had grown hostility 

toward Chinese due to the high volume of money they sent back to China.  

                                                 
2 Bacon 1892, 290; McCarthy 1902, 3; Siam Free Press as quoted in “L’émigration Asiatique” 1907,  490. 
3 G. William Skinner, Chinese Society in Thailand : An Analytical History. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1957), 114. 
4 Hubert Blalock, Toward a Theory of Minority-group (New Yok: Wiey and Sons, 1967).   
5 ‘Bangkok Times’ 21 February 1936 from Thompson V 1941, 108.  
6 Jews haeng Buraphathit lae Mueang Thai chong Tuen Thoed (Bangkok: Chuan Pim Press), 1984.  
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However, the royal literature and propaganda was circulated only in elite circle and not transformed 

into real policies during absolute monarchy government. It was the People Party government after the 

1932 bloodless coup that implemented nationalistic policies against the Chinese. In 1933, the new 

government implemented strict controls on Chinese schools. In 1934, the Ministry of Culture and 

National Council on Culture were established to shape Thai consciousness and nation’s identity. The 

Fine Arts Department, which is today state preservation authority, was also reestablished with Luang 

Wichit Wathakarn’s directorship to produce official nationalistic forms of cultural activities such as 

dances, plays, songs and events. The Thai official historical imaginary was also created, as the origin 

of Thai was the kingdom of Nan Chao in Southern China and was invaded by Chinese pushing the 

Thai southwards to present day Thailand. In order to create Thai national identity, Chinese minority 

was turned into the Thai nation’s enemy.  

However, in June of 1936, Luang Wichit Wathakarn also shifted his position to reconcile with Chinese 

by rewriting King Taksin’s history as a play. The theme narrated that Chinese and Thai were the 

brothers who together fought the Burmese for today Thailand. Moreover, he also questioned the death 

of this half-Chinese king. The revenue collecting from the play of King Taksin was sent to help famine 

in Southern China. The Thai-Chinese brotherhood theme was last only one year. In 1937, the director 

of Fine Arts Department turned around and called that Chinese “were worse than Jews” in his public 

lecture at Chulalongkorn University.7 During the period of World War II, Thai Government by Field 

Marshal Phibunsongkhram signed the treaty with Japanese Imperial Army while Chinese Nationalist 

Movement went underground conducting fund raising against Japan’s advancement in China. The 

wartime situation exacerbated the hostility between Chinese and Thai authority.  

From 1938 to 1939, the coup government whose leaders were also Chinese offspring8, enacted series 

of laws to control production and impose tax of several produces that once under Chinese’s control 

such as salt, tobacco industry, slaughter houses and bird nest farming. The government also imposed 

10 times higher tax for any label nameplates of stores without Thai alphabets occupying half of space 

thus forced Chinese to change their big Chinese alphabet to Thai alphabet label nameplates with little 

Chinese name.9  

After Chinese Communist Party took over mainland China from Kuo Min Tang in 1949, the amount of 

money Chinese in Thailand sent to their family reduced due to the fact that Communist regime might 

view their relatives as rich farmers and subjected to heavy work. The situation reduced the financial 

threat to the Thai ruling elite. However, the influence of Communist China in neighboring nations 

became new worry for the Thai state. In 1956, Thai government initiated more policies to persuade 

Chinese in Thailand to assimilate such as allowing children of foreigners who were born in Thailand 

acquire citizenship and reducing fee for application.  

                                                 
7 G. William Skinner Chinese Society in Thailand : An Analytical History  (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1957), 240.  
8 From G. William Skinner, Chinese Society in Thailand (1957), the head of the Coup, Choa Phraya Phaholphonphayuhasena and nationalist 
propagandist, Luang Wichit Wadhakarn also had Chinese father as well as Pridi Phanomyong who was a descendant of Tae Chil Chinese  
9 Kenneth Perry Landon, The Chinese in Thailand (New York: Secretariat, Institute of Pacific Relations, 1941), 219-232.  
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Historically, the ethnic Chinese in Bangkok was crucial for incubating Siamese Kingdom and have 

long been the vital financial support of the crown. In pre-Modern Bangkok, they were the key to 

economic stability and filled the gap and conflict between new feudal rulers and rural mass as they 

served Thai ruling class in various sectors, including trade business with China, tax collection, medical 

services construction labor and etc. However, Chinese labor in Thailand also generated problem to 

Thai ruling majority at 2 special situations, which were the highest point of labor exploitation in the 

third reign and during the peak of Nationalist movement after 1910. The Chinese Middleman Minority 

was in favor of Bangkok ruling class from the beginning of Bangkok establishment to the fifth reign of 

King Chulalongkorn as they assimilated well to Thai society but after his reign, the nationalist 

movement in China posted the threat to Siamese financial stability. The more number of Chinese 

female immigrants enabled oversea Chinese to have a choice not to assimilate to Thai society and 

establish their ethnic identity.  

Talad Phlu Canal Community:  A China Town of Western Bangkok  

Talad Phlu is a place of Chinese community that also reflects clearly historical relationship story 

between Chinese and Thai from the early state of Bangkok urban settlement to modern time. It is one 

of the aquatic urban communities located at the middle part of canal loop of Khlong Bang Luang. The 

name of canal refers to the village of bureaucrats who served the crown since King Taksin’s reign of 

Thonburi. In fact, Khlong Bang Luang together with Khong Bangkok Noi is not a canal but a part of the 

old Chao Phraya River bent that was cut to reduce the travel time to the Gulf of Thailand in Ayutthaya 

period (16th century). Its famous name “Talad Phlu” means the market of the betel plant, which is a 

traditional stimulant (together with betel nut, or areca nut) found widely in Southeast Asia. The name 

reflects the historical settlement of the area that was comprised of bureaucrats who could hold the 

large land rented for growing betel plants, betel nut and other fruits.   

The waterfront markets and commercial strips were established later at the piers of the three Buddhist 

temples along the canal as trade centers for the flourishing business of exchanging betel and Betel 

nuts for other products. Located at the junction of Khlong Bang Luang and two major canals (Dan and 

Phasi Charoen) to western region of Thailand, Talad Phlu was the trade depot to send goods to the 

west of Thailand and it was the concentration of bureaucrats who could gather troops to fight at the 

western frontier. The Chinese ethnic group expanded when the third monarch of Bangkok (Rama III) 

ordered the renovation of the local temples bringing more Chinese guilds and laborers to the area.  

Moreover, in this period, Chinese laborers were sent to work on sugarcane plantations and factories in 

the western region of Thailand by Phasi Charoen Canal next to the Talad Phlu area. Thai ruling 

authority also hired Chinese paid laborers for the construction of this canal.   
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Image 1: Series of Map showing Chao Phraya River and the short cut that is the origin of 
canal loop of Khlong Bang Luang and Talad Phlu area   

By the reign of the fourth monarch, King Mongkut (r. 1851-1868), Talad Phlu was already well known 

as the Chinatown of Thonburi District, providing goods not only for Thais but also Chinese, such as 

fish from the south, rice and vegetables from the north, traditional herbal medicine, and sacred foods 

for offering during Chinese festivities. By the reign of King Chulalongkorn (r. 1868-1910), Talad Phlu 

expanded greatly as a result of the arrival of the railroad in 1903, increasing the capacity to carry 

goods to and from the west and southern coastal towns of Thailand. Therefore, Talad Phlu featured all 

the services of a Chinatown, such as Chinese shrines with canteens for free vegetarian food, boat 

yards, rice mills, sawmills, gold shops, pawn shops, slaughter houses, Chinese operas houses, Lion 

dance troupes, liquor stores, casinos and opium dens.  

The original road in the Talad Phlu Market was a small pedestrian walk, called Talad Phlu Road, 

running parallel to the waterfront passing three major temples and markets. It was expanded in 1910 

to accommodate a tramway.  However, in 1931, the government of King Rama VII (r. 1925-1935) 

constructed the first bridge (Rama I Bridge) crossing over to the Thonburi District with a network of 

eleven roads. One of them, Thoedthai Road, was constructed along the old small Talad Phlu Road 

connecting to the first bridge across the Chao Phraya River to Bangkok.  

Talad Phlu market began to decline and the new market opened near the circle of the new intersection 

to the bridge, taking advantage of the new road network. Talad Phlu degenerated further when the 

nationalist government of Field Marshal Phibunsongkhram imposed the National Cultural Maintenance 

Law in 1945 at the high tide of conflict between Chinese and Thai authority. The law prohibited the 

consumption of betel nut on the grounds that it fostered public indecency as people spit betel pulp on 

street. The landscape of Talad Phlu was transformed drastically as betel and betel nut orchards were 

flooded in the same year, and replaced with tenement houses and shop-houses to serve the Bangkok 

urban residents fleeing the bombs from Allied airplanes during WWII.   

After the WWII, more roads were constructed, transforming the patterns of everyday life of 

communities as they came to rely on road networks and develop more facilities along the road. The 
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major highway to the south, Phetchakasem Road, which was erected in 1957, started from Rama I 

Bridge and passed through the south canal loop of Khlong Bang Luang to the western and southern 

regions. The ring road, Ratchadaphisek, was built in 1982, cutting through the Talad Phlu area to form 

the loop of freeways connecting western and eastern suburbs of Bangkok.  The construction of new 

roads passing over Talad Phlu market and pier removed two theatres, which were vital nodes of 

activities of the old market. Instead, the road construction stimulated the development of high-rise 

apartments, massive shopping centers, and shop-houses, all of which brought more migrants from 

outside communities and drove original landowners out to find other choices of living.  

Future of Talad Phlu: How to place Chinese Heritage in Bangkok History 

The trades and services that gave Talad Phlu its original name--betel orchards, rice mills, sawmills, 

opium dens, and casinos--are long gone because of the changing economic and political situation. 

The final straw was the demolition of Talad Phlu market and theatres paving way for Ratchadaphisek 

ring road. Some historic shop houses and residences constructed in wood and featuring Chinese 

classical details are clustered along the water’s edge, but are in a state of deterioration. Hiding behind 

shop houses are elaborated but deteriorated gingerbread houses belong to descendants of Chinese 

bureaucrats. The historic street of Talad Phlu has been reduced to a small pedestrian lane with 

dilapidated wooden houses, while transportation along the canal network is still in use but with more 

focus on tourist sightseeing activities.  

The Talad Phlu community still possesses continuities with its past, particularly those that are linked to 

its Chinese traditional products and services, such as Chinese specialties for religious offerings and 

festivities, poultry, baked goods, Chinese noodles, herbal medicine, Thai dessert, woodcraft and the 

wholesale fresh market business. The everyday life of Talad Phlu commercial activities shifted to the 

market of Wat Chantharam starting at 2.00 a.m. to 10.00 a.m. in the morning. Old wooden shop 

houses along Thoedthai Road are still vital at night offering traditional street food of Chinese noodle 

and dessert. These food business operators are descendants of Teochiu, Hainan and Hakka Chinese 

who vitally tell stories of their ancestors back to the pre-WWII time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 2: Example of houses along Talad Phlu Road; Old wooden house of Mr. Tang Sae Lim, Chinese wealthy merchant of 
Talad Phlu and Inthra Osod herbal medicine shop with Thai dessert food stall at the front of the shop house.   
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The religious places comprise of 4 Thai Buddhist temples (of Wat Ratchakhue, Wat Chantharam, Wat 

Intharam, and Wat Phonimit) and 6 Chinese shrines still continue to be the foci of cultural events and 

activities of Talad Phlu. The most important Thai religious events are the temple fairs of Wat 

Ratchakhrue and Wat Intharam featuring temple fair market with mix Thai-Chinese performances, for 

instance, lion dances, Thai traditional folk dances of Kratua Thaeng Suea, Li-Kay, Thai local sport of 

Takrow lod buang and Chinese Opera. The most vivid events of Chinese religion are the annual 

procession of each shrine deity. Most of procession starts at the shrine with line of tens of lion dance 

troupes then moves along Talad Phlu Road to visit the 3 waterfront Buddhist temples in Talad Phlu 

then cross Toedthai Road to Wat Phonimit and cross Samray Canal visiting major shrines in this area. 

Most of lion dance processions end by giving the acrobatic performance at the intersection of Talad 

Phlu Road and Soi Toedthai 18 near historic Talad Phlu pier.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 3: Lion dance at Wat Intharam’s temple fair and lion dance in procession along Toedthai Road to King Taksin’s 
Equestrian Statue at Wong Wien Yai.   

King Taksin Coronation Day is also the biggest event of Talad Phlu since Wat Intharam houses the 

relics of King Taksin. The procession of more than 20 lion dance troupes and local school military 

bands starts at Wat Intharam then walks to King Taksin’s equestrian statue at the center of Wong 

Wien Yai circle. However, Wat Intharam is also the third class royal temple even though it houses the 

relic of the king. The royal temples in Talad Phlu were renovated with support of local Chinese patrons 

who were organizing fund raising without government’s financial aid but only approval from 

preservation authority.   

Local Chinese businessmen, who now live in other parts of Bangkok, still gather together annually and 

sponsor these special street processions and events. Moreover, Kongli-Jongson Chinese school still is 

one of very few Chinese schools that has survived Sino-Thai nationalist conflict and continue to 

operate until today by support of wealthy business groups. Some Talad Phlu residents still hold 

historical images of Dr. Sun Yat Sen and the picture of the present king on their wall. Local community 

leaders and supporters of temples continue Luang Wichit’s narrative of Chinese Thai brotherhood until 

today as they produce T-shirts featuring modern portrait of King Taksin as a symbol of their Thonburi 

alliance. The local myth about King Taksin’s death that he was not executed but escaped and died 
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later in the south indicates local intention to reconcile with mainstream official history. King Taksin 

amulets are still produced, sold in front of his shrine at Wat Intharam and circulated widely in local 

amulet shops and market.  

 

 

 

 

 

Image 4: King Taksin amulets and statues at the Shrine of King Taksin in Wat Intharam and image of King Rama IX and Dr. Sun 

Yat Sen on the wall of historic wooden house on Talad Phlu Road.    

Conclusion  

While transformation is undoubtedly a feature of all urban landscapes, I argue that the historic site of 

Talad Phlu is an integral, historic part of the original urban settlement of Bangkok’s canal communities. 

In general, it reveals the living history of petty bureaucrats, merchants and laborers from different 

ethnic groups, including Thai, Chinese, Mon, and Muslim Malay, who lived together and served the 

royal rulers from the beginning of the Bangkok period to the end of the absolute monarchy. 

Historically, it was also the node connecting Bangkok to the provincial towns in the western and 

southern regions of Thailand through the flow of canal networks. Talad Phlu, in particular, represents a 

largely ethnic Chinese community, who echo Sino-Thai collaboration but synchronously portray 

paradox memory from both King Taksin’s questionable death and Chinese nationalist movement. 

As mentioned previously, Thailand’s state conservation authorities focused mainly on royal heritage 

and overlooked most forms of heritage belonging to commoners. Given the history of tensions and 

conflicts, the heritage of Sino-Thais in Bangkok’s last canal communities is unlikely to gain attention 

from the government’s conservation agencies.  In spite of their absence of recognition in the official, 

national heritage, historic canal communities have nevertheless gotten a boost from the tourism sector 

since the 1990s, as the demand for tourism activities in Thailand has changed significantly from 

historic monuments and ruins to the emerging trend of eco-tourism focusing on cultural landscapes of 

ordinary locals.  

Cultural heritage tourism, if properly managed, could improve the local economy and provide needed 

resources and attention to assist the historic conservation.10 In 2003, the Tourism Authority of 

Thailand (TAT) launched a novel international campaign-- ”Unseen Thailand”—to promote new tourist 

                                                 
10 Timothy, D J. and Nyaupane, Gyan Cultural Heritage and Tourism in the Developing World: A Regional Perspective (New York: Routledge, 
2009).  
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destinations in local areas.11 Recently, TAT’s marketing plan for 2012 includes “Thailand Experience 

and Smile” aimed at young students and youthful tourists in Asia, and seeks to incorporate 

communities in small neighborhoods as new tourist destinations12.   

Following up with the nation’s tourism agency, Bangkok Municipality’s Office of Cultural, Sports and 

Tourism Promotion worked extensively with local communities throughout Bangkok to develop 

community tourism networks.  The booklet “Amazing Bangkok in One Day” published by BMA’s 

Tourism Division portrays fifteen themes and routes to local neighborhoods of Bangkok. Moreover, it 

also distributes the map of walking and bicycling routes of local heritage within historic districts.  Talad 

Phlu is one of fourteen neighborhoods from the old Chao Phraya River Oxbow in this campaign with 

the potential development of a waterfront bike route. Moreover, the Urban Renewal Division of the 

BMA also launched the development and conservation plans of seven historic neighborhoods in 

Bangkok and three of them including Talad Phlu are in the canal loop, while the Department of 

Transportation of the BMA also proposed the plan to improve the canal transportation safety and 

security networks for tourists. However, the plans of these BMA agencies lack collaboration among 

them and could result in incompatible development along the canal loop of Khlong Bang Luang again.  

How can cultural heritage of Chinese in Talad Phlu be preserved as a crucial part of Bangkok’s 

cultural heritage with its conflicts and contradiction to mainstream Thai historical narrative? Moreover, 

preservation of cultural heritage of Chinese in this historic canal community would reveal the conflict 

between Chinese ethnic minority and Thai ruling authority in the past. What are the proper policy 

implementation and framework that Chinese communities and the state historic preservation authority, 

which once generated propaganda against them, can collaborate to preserve this place?      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
11 http://www.asiatraveltips.com/travelnews03/206Unseen.shtml. 
12 Marketing Plan for Tourism in 2012. Tourism Authority of Thailand. 


